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Updated to include remarks from two clubs refuting reports that they were targeted in raids.

Moscow police carried out raids of gay-friendly nightclubs, bars and saunas in the city center
overnight, Russian media reported Friday night.

The raids came one day after Russia's top court banned the "international LGBT movement,"
a group that does not formally exist, sparking fears of widespread persecution of LGBT people
and rights groups.

Police burst into a club on Malaya Yakimanka Ulitsa where about 300 people had gathered for
a party for the LGBT community, the Ostorozhno Novosti Telegram news channel reported.

The police, who raided the premises under the pretext of searching for drugs, detained an
unspecified number of people, Ostorozhno Novosti said.

"In the middle of the party, they stopped the music and [the police] started to enter the halls.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2023/11/30/russia-bans-international-lgbt-movement-a83270
https://t.me/ostorozhno_novosti/21547


There were also citizens of other countries at the party. At the exit, they photographed
passports without permission," Ostorozhno Novosti quoted an anonymous eyewitness as
saying.

"It was an established scheme, this is how they closed similar clubs in St. Petersburg.
Someone was panicking," the eyewitness said.
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Law enforcement agents were also reported to have raided a gay men's sauna near Tsvetnoy
Bulvar.

"Everything is happening like a regular drug raid. No violations were found, but the mood was
spoiled. It was indelicate in the sauna ... they made everyone lie face down," an anonymous
eyewitness told Ostorozhno Novosti.

A club near the Avtozavodskaya metro station and a men's strip club near the Polyanka metro
station were also raided, the outlet reported.

The Moscow Times could not independently verify Ostorozhno Novosti's reporting, and
employees from at least two of the clubs believed to have been targeted on Friday denied the
reports, which they called "fakes."

"I wake up... and I'm reading the news, and, of course, it's hilarious. Where was [this raid]
when we had nothing going on?" the manager of the club Mono said in a video posted on
social media Saturday. 

Moscow-based activist Egor Kotkin, citing unnamed employees and regulars at Mono, wrote
on X (formerly Twitter) that the club had only been warned about the possibility of being
subject to a police raid.

Meanwhile, in St. Petersburg, the gay club Central Station was forced to shut down Friday
after its landlords evicted them over the Supreme Court's ban on the LGBT community.

Russia on Thursday banned the "international LGBT movement," claiming it was an
extremist group in a move that cements a long crackdown on the community as the Kremlin
pushes ultra-conservative social values.

The conservative turn promoted by President Vladimir Putin — often portrayed as an
existential fight against Western liberal values — has accelerated since the Kremlin launched
its invasion of Ukraine.

If applied to individuals, the "extremist" label means gay, lesbian, transgender or queer
people living in Russia could face years in jail.

AFP contributed reporting.
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